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Abstract: 
In this paper split bondage set and split non- bondage set of a fuzzy graph are defined. We have 
also discussed split bondage number and split non- bondage number of a fuzzy graph. Bounds 
are given for some classes of fuzzy graph. 
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I.Introduction 
The concept of fuzzy graph was proposed by Kaufmann, from the fuzzy relations introduced by 
Zadeh[4]. Rosenfeld (1975)[8] introduced the notion of fuzzy graphs and several fuzzy analogs 
of graph theoretic concepts such as paths, cycles, and connectedness. In the year 1998, the 
concept of domination in fuzzy graphs was investigated by A. Somasundaram, and 
S.Somasundaram[3]. In the year, 2004  A. Somasundaram investigated the concepts of 
domination in fuzzy graph – II.  In the year 2003, A.Nagoor Gani and M. Basheer Ahamed 
investigated order and size in fuzzy graph. In the year 1998 V.R.Kulli introduced split bondage 
number of a graph[1]. In the year 2015 bondage and non- bondage number of a fuzzy graph are 
discussed by A. Nagoor Gani, K. Prasanna Devi, Muhammad Akram[7]. In this paper we 
introduce the concept of split bondage set and split non- bondage set of a fuzzy graph. 
 
 

II. Preliminaries: 
2.1 Definition: 
The bondage number of a graph G is the minimum cardinality of a set of edges 
of G whose removal from G results in a graph with domination number larger than that of G.  
 
The non-bondage number of a graph is the maximum cardinality 
among all sets of edges X ⊆ E such that the domination number of G−X is 
same as the domination number of G.[1] 
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2. 2 Definition. 
 A fuzzy graph G=(σ,µ)  is a set with a pair of relations  σ:V→[0,1] and µ:VV→[0,1] such that 
µ(u,v)≤ σ(u) σ(u)  for all u,v V.[3] 
2.3 Definition 
A subset D of V is called a dominating set of a fuzzy graph 
G if for every v ∈ V − D, there exist u ∈ D such that u dominates v. The domination number, 
(G), is the fuzzy cardinality of vertices in any dominating set of G.[3] 
2.4 Definition: 
An edge in G is called an isolated edge if it is not adjacent to any edge in G.[7] 
2.5 Definition 
 A dominating set of a fuzzy graph G is a split (non-split) dominating set if the induced sub graph 

DV   is disconnected (connected). 

The split (non-split) domination number     GG nss   is the minimum fuzzy cardinality of a split 

(non-split) dominating set.[1] 
2.6 Definition 
Let G be a connected fuzzy graph without isolated vertices. A dominating set D of G is said to be 
connected dominating set if the induced fuzzy sub graph D  is connected. 

2.7 Definition 

An arc (x,y) in a fuzzy graph G =( σ,µ ) is said to be strong if μ∞ (x, y)  μ(x, y).[9] 

III. Split bondage number 
In this section we define split bondage number of a fuzzy graph. 
3.1 Definition: 
Let G be a fuzzy graph.If there exists a set XS such that s(G-X) >s(G) then X is said to be a 
split bondage set of G,where S is the set of all strong arcs. 
3.2 Definition: 
The split bondage number, bs(G), of a fuzzy graph G is the minimum cardinality among all split 
bondage sets of G. 
3.3 Example:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here S={e1,e2,e3}   , s(G)=2.0,   X={e1,e2,e3}   s(G-X)=3 
Therefore X is the only split bondage set of Gbs(G)=3 
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3.4 Remark:  
It is not necessary that all fuzzy graphs should have a split bondage set .Complete fuzzy graphs 
do not have split bondage set.  
3.5 Theorem: 
If a fuzzy graph G has an isolated edge then bs(G)=1 
Proof: 
Suppose G is a fuzzy graph with an isolated edge. Let u and v be the end vertices of of the 
isolated edge e.  
Since e is an isolated edge, it is a strong arc .So u or v belongs to the minimum dominating set of 
G but not both. Thus deletion of e results u and v as isolated vertices.  
Therefore u and v both belong to every dominating set of G-e. 
Hence s(G-e)> s(G) and {e} is a split bondage set of G. 
Therefore bs(G)=1. 
3.6 Theorem: 
If G is fuzzy graph and G* is a star then bs(G)=1 
Proof: 
Suppose G is a fuzzy graph and G* is a star. 
All the arcs in G are strong arcs and vertex in the centre dominates all other vertices in G. 
Therefore s(G)=1. If we delete any arc e from G, we  
have s(G-e)=2>s(G). Thus each edge will form a split bondage set and the split bondage 
number bs(G)=1. 
3.7 Theorem: 
If G is a fuzzy graph and G* is a cycle with n vertices. Then  

bs(G)=


 

otherwise

mmnif

,2

,....2,1,23,3
  

Proof: 
Let G be a fuzzy graph and G* be a cycle with n vertices. 
Case 1: 
Suppose G has more than one weak  arc  then all the n arcs of G are strong arcs. 
If n=3m+1 then s(G)=m+1. The split domination number increases only if we delete minimum 
three strong arcs. Therefore bs(G)=3. 
If n3m+1 then the split domination number increases when we delete minimum 2 strong arcs. 
Therefore  bs(G)=2  
Case 2: 
Suppose G has only one weak arc say e. Then G has n-1 strong arcs and deletion of any one 
strong arc G-e1(e1e)S. Clearly bs(G)=2 if n3m+1 but the weakest arc does not belong to any 
bondage set of G. 
3.8 Theorem: 
If a fuzzy graph G has a split bondage set then  
bs(G)≤min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-1+S: u and v are strong neighbours},where S=E-S,the set of all 
non- strong arcs of G. 
Proof: 
Let u and v be strong neighbours of G and G be a fuzzy graph with a bondage set.. Let 
=min{NS(x)+ NS(y)-1+S:x and y are strong neighbours}. We prove this theorem in two 
cases. 
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Case1: 
Suppose G has only strong arcs and no non-strong arcs. That is S=0 
Assume the contrary to be true i.e bs(G)> . 
Let S1 denote the set of all strong arcs that are incident with atleast one of u or v then S1= and 
so s(G- S1)= s(G). 
Since u and v have no strong arcs incident on it, s(G- u-v)= s(G)-2. 
If D is a minimum split dominating set of the fuzzy graph G-u-v, then the set D-u is a split 
dominating set of G with cardinality s(G)-1, a contradiction. Therefore bs(G) . 

Case2: 
Let S=0. 
We prove this theorem by induction on cardinality of S. 
If S=1, then there is exactly one non- strong arc e in G. i.e. G-e has only strong arcs, then by 
case (1) bs(G)≤min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-1+S: u and v are strong neighbours}. 
Let X be a split bondage set of G-e such that X=bs(G-e). 
Thus e may be a strong or non- strong arc in G-X. 
Suppose e is a non -strong arc in G-X then X is also a split bondage set of G. 
Therefore bs(G)= bs(G-e)+1. 
Thus bs(G) bs(G-e)+1 
                  min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-1/ u and v are strong neighbours}+1 
                 min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-1+S: u and v are strong neighbours}. 
We have proved the result for S=1. 
Assume the result is true for S<n. 
We have to prove that  
bs(G)≤min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-1+S: u and v are strong neighbours} is true for S=n . 
If S=n  then G has n non-strong arcs. Let e be one of its non -strong arc.  
Then G-e has n-1(<n)non- strong arcs. By our assumption  
bs(G-e)≤min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-2+S: u and v are strong neighbours}. 
Since non strong arcs in G-e is equal to  S-1, e may be strong or non- strong arc in G-X1, 
where X1 is a  split bondage set of G-e such that X1=bs(G-e) 
Suppose e is not a strong arc in G-X1, then X1 is also a split bondage set of G.  
Therefore bs(G)= bs(G-e). 
Suppose e is a strong arc in G-X1 then X1e1 is a split bondage set of G for some e1S-X1. 
Therefore bs(G)= bs(G-e)+1. 
bs(G)= bs(G-e)+1≤min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-2+S: u and v are strong neighbours}+1. 
bs(G)≤min{NS(u)+ NS(v)-1+S: u and v are strong neighbours}. 
Hence the theorem. 
 

IV SPLIT NON-BONDAGE NUMBER 
4.1Definition: 
The set of strong arcs XS is called a split non-bondage set if s(G-X) =s(G) where S is the set 
of all strong arcs in G. 
4.2Example: 
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Here S={e1,e2,e3}    s(G)=2.0  Let X={e1,e2} 
s(G-X) =s(G)=2     
Therefore X={e1,e2}is a split non bondage set. 
X={e2,e3} is also a split non bondage set. 
X={ e1,e2,e3} is not a split non bondage set.   
4.3 Definition: 
The split non bondage number bsn(G), is the maximum cardinality among all sets of strong arcs 
XS such that s(G-X) =s(G) where S is the the set of all strong arcs of G. 
4.4 Example: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Here S={e1,e2,e3,e6,e7}    s(G)=2.0 
Let X={e3,e5} 
s(G-X) =2 
The split non bondage number bsn(G)=2 
4.5 Note: 
bsn- set is a maximum non bondage set. 
4.6Theorem: 
For any fuzzy fuzzy graph G, bsn(G)=E-V+s(G). 
Proof: 
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Suppose D is a minimum split dominating set of G and so D=s(G). 
For each vertex vV-D, choose exactly one strong arc which is incident to v and to a vertex in 
D.Let S1  be the set of all such strong arcs.  
Then clearly S-S1 is a bsn- set of G, if G has no non- strong arcs.  
Suppose G has non strong arcs, then each non strong arc will become a strong arc by deleting 
corresponding strong arcs in G. 
Therefore bsn(G)= S-{V-s(G)+S=S+E-S+s(G)- V=E-V+s(G). 
4.7Theorem: 
If G is a fuzzy graph and G* is a star then  bsn=0 
Proof: 
Let G be a fuzzy graph and G* be a star. Then s(G)=1 
Thus the vertex which is in the centre of G dominates all other vertices of G. 
So deletion of any one arc of G leads to s(G)=2,since in G all arcs are strong arcs. Thus there is 
no split non- bondage set for G. 
Hence  bsn(G)=0 
4.8Theorem: 
If a fuzzy graph G does not have a split bondage set then bsn(G)=S. 
Proof: 
Let G be a fuzzy graph and it does not have a split bondage set. 
i.e. there does not exist any set XS such that s(G-X) >s(G). 
Thus deleting all strong arcs from G does not increase the split domination number of G.  
Now deleting the set of all strong arcs, S, and the domination number will be s(G-X) =s(G). 
Therefore bsn(G)=S. 
4.9Theorem: 
If a fuzzy graph G has a split bondage set then bs(G)bsn(G)+1. 
Proof:  
Let G be a fuzzy graph with a split bondage set. 
A bsn-set is a maximum split non bondage set. 
i.e deletion of all arcs in a bsn-set results in s(G)= s(G-bsn) 
So deletion of any strong arc ebsn with the edges in the set bsn results in  
s(G-[{bsne})>s(G) 
{bsne} is a split bondage set. 
 Thus bs(G)≤ bsne= bsn(G)+1. 
                   bsn(G)+1. 
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